TDGA Gift Certificate Policy

The Toledo District Golf Association (TDGA), at its discretion, may issue “Gift Certificates” to TDGA Tournament Players based upon their performance in TDGA Tournaments. The TDGA does not issue cash payouts.

The TDGA typically awards Gift Certificates to players who win (and sometimes place) in their Flight or Bracket in a TDGA event. The amount, and number of Gift Certificates issued are solely at the discretion of the TDGA. Tournaments with larger fields typically see Gift Certificates issued to more places.

The TDGA endeavors to see that Tournament scoring is completed by end of day on the day of the event. Tournament results are reviewed, and Gift Certificate amounts are posted the next day.

A copy of the Results sheet with Certificate(s) is then mailed out to the person who registered the individual or team for the event. We endeavor to complete this within 1 day of the event.

Gift Certificates may be redeemed at any Pro Shop of a TDGA Club. The TDGA will reimburse the Pro Shop/Club when the Certificates are returned to our office.

Gift Certificates must be used in the calendar year issued.